Ford think neighbor wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Ford Think Neighbor Wiring Diagram show the circuit flow with its
impression rather than a genuine representation. They only provide general information and
cannot be used to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within
the circuit get presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include
vertical and horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system
rather than its wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical
interconnections. Wiring on the picture with different symbols shows the exact location of
equipment in the whole circuit. Its components are shown by the pictorial to be easily
identifiable. They are often photos attached with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the
physical components. A person with a strong knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only
understand a pictorial. Ford Think Neighbor Wiring Diagram The layout facilitates
communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing
them. ITDiagram Database. I hope you can help me out. I have a Ford Think and it will not go
into reverse or turf mode. The Drive mode worksJustAnswer. My Ford Think has no response
when I step on the accelerator. The batteries are charged, the dash display confirms
theJustAnswer. FRDiagram Database. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Driver Controls. Seating
And Safety Restraints. Roadside Emergencies. Maintenance And Specifications. Customer
Assistance. Warranty Information. All rights reserved. Reproduction by any means, electronic.
Ford may change. Related Manuals for Ford Think No related manuals. Ford may change the
contents without notice and without incurring obligation. In addition, certain fluids or certain
products of component wear contain or emit chemicals knot to the state of California to cause
cancer and birth defects or other Safety belt warning indicator The safety belt warning icon will
illuminate for Page 5 Instrumentation 3. Right turn signal indicator The arrow will flash when the
turn signal lever is pushed up. If the indicator flashes at a fast rate, it has a malfunction, such as
a burned out bulb. Page 6 Instrumentation is a black rubber switch and faces the front of the
vehicle. To access the service disconnect switch, remove the seat stanchion front cover, refer
to Flooded type batteries in Maintenance and specifications. If the service required indicator is
still on, take your vehicle to an authorized Dealer for the required maintenance to maintain your
full warranty coverage. Page 7 Instrumentation 8. The drive mode selector switch must be in the
D Drive or T Turf mode for this function. Page 8 Instrumentation The following is a list of
diagnostic codes. Fault Description Code Start switch fails to close. Accelerator potentiometer
pedal is depressed with no direction selected. Accelerator input voltage too low on power up
after initial drive mode selector switch closure. Both forward and reverse direction switches are
closed at the same time. Page 9 Instrumentation 9. Battery charge indicator The icon will
illuminate when the vehicle is connected to an outside power source to charge the batteries.
The drive mode selector switch should be in the OFF position while the battery is charging.
Note: If this indicator is illuminated without the vehicle being charged there is a charger
problem. Page 10 Instrumentation Brake status indicator This icon will illuminate if the
emergency brake handle is not fully released, or if the brake fluid level is low. It will also flash
while the park brake reminder is sounding. Electrical leakage warning indicator This icon will
illuminate to warn Page 11 Instrumentation Left turn signal indicator The arrow will flash when
the turn signal lever is pushed down. Audible Indicators Park brake reminder The park brake
reminder has a tone that sounds for 10 seconds when the drive mode selector switch is turned
to the OFF position with the parking brake The smaller outboard lamps are the front turn
signals. The headlamp switch also controls the tail lights. The tail lights are the larger inboard
lamps integrated into the rear Page 13 Lights The headlamp switch can be identified by the
bright bulb symbol. Always remember to turn on your headlamps at dusk and dawn and during
inclement weather. Failure to activate your headlamps under these conditions could result in a
collision. The OFF position is indicated on the lever by the O. Push down to activate the left turn

signal, and push up to activate the right turn signal. The arrow indicator will flash on the
instrument cluster indicating that the turn signal is on. Page 15 Lights 2. Turn on the headlamps
to illuminate the wall or screen. On the wall or screen you will observe an area of high intensity
light. The top of the high intensity area should be. Page 16 Lights 2. Disconnect the headlamp
electrical connector. Rotate the headlamp bulb shield counterclockwise and flip down to access
the bulb connectors. Pull the flat connector attached to the white wire from the headlamp bulb
shield. Page 17 Lights 5. Push and squeeze the two bulb retainer wires to disengage them from
the headlamp housing. Remove the headlamp bulb. Grasp the bulb only by its metal base and
do not touch the glass. Page 18 Lights 3. Install and rotate the headlamp bulb shield clockwise.
Connect the headlamp electrical connector. Install the cowl tray panel and the scrivet. Page 19
Lights Replacing the front turn signals 1. Remove the scrivet and cowl tray panel. Driver side
shown; the passenger side is similar. Twist counterclockwise and remove the front turn signal
bulb retainer. Remove the bulb. Install the new bulb. Page 20 Lights 2. Rotate the bulb socket
counterclockwise and pull out to access the bulb. To remove the bulb, pull it straight out of the
socket. Insert a new bulb into the socket until it is fully seated. Install the socket into the back of
the lamp assembly and turn clockwise until it is locked into place. Page 21 Lights 3. Twist
counterclockwise and remove the rear turn signal bulb retainer. Install the removed parts. Install
and lock the decklid. Page 22 Lights 3. Remove the three screws and the rear turn signal
assembly. Connect the electrical connector and install the new lamp assembly. Tighten the
screws firmly, but do not over-tighten. Using the right bulbs Replacement bulbs are specified in
the chart below. To operate the windshield wiper, with the drive mode selector switch in R
Reverse , T Turf or D Drive , push the lever up. Page 24 Driver controls Checking windshield
washer fluid To check the windshield washer fluid level: 1. Unlock and remove the hood.
Observe the level of fluid in the reservoir on the right side of compartment. If necessary,
unscrew the reservoir cap and fill with pre-mixed washer fluid. Opening it increases air flow to
the driver and front passenger. Driver side instrument panel storage tray with The power point
is operational at all times. For safety, there is a rubber plug protecting the power point. To use
the power point, remove the rubber plug and insert the desired accessory plug. Page 28 Driver
controls Exterior mirror The exterior rear view mirrors right-hand mirror is optional are adjusted
manually. Page 29 Driver controls 3. Note: The base of the golf bag should rest on the top of the
golf bag tray. Position the golf bag in the trunk area. To drain and fill the ball and club washer:
1. Remove the front and rear rubber plugs. Let the old water drain. Page 32 Driver controls 3.
Remove and rinse the cleaning brushes. Rinse out any dirt or remaining soap. Install the
cleaning brushes. Install the front and rear rubber plugs. Fill with a water and soap solution.
Install the cover and screws. Tighten the screws, but do not overtighten. Note: The sweater
basket should not be used to carry heavy objects. The trunk expander is designed to hold two
paper grocery bags in the bottom with three plastic bags hung from hooks mounted Page 35
Driver controls 2. Slide the hanger forward until it reaches the front fender. Page 36 Driver
controls 5. Wrap and fasten the large upper attaching strap around the B-pillar. Wrap and fasten
the two 1-inch attaching straps. Insert the attaching straps through the D-ring and fasten
securely. Attach the three mounting hooks to the openings in the frame rail. Page 37 Driver
controls Rear panels: 9. Insert the rear weather enclosure hanger into the slot near the
high-mount stop lamp. Slide the hanger toward the B-pillar. Zip the two rear weather enclosure
to side weather enclosure zippers. Page 38 Driver controls Attach the two rear mounting hooks
to the rear fenders. Unfasten the two rear mounting hooks to the rear fenders. Unzip the two
rear weather enclosure to side weather enclosure zippers Page 39 Driver controls 3. Slide the
hanger away from the B-pillar. Remove the rear weather enclosure hangers from the slots
behind the high-mount stop lamp. Unfasten the three side weather enclosure mounting hooks
from the openings in the frame rail. Page 40 Driver controls 6. Pull apart the large upper and
lower attaching straps. Pull apart the two 1-inch attaching straps. Slide the hanger forward away
from the B-pillar. Page 41 Driver controls 9. Slide the hanger away from the front fender.
Remove the side weather enclosure front hanger from the slot on the underside of the roof rail
in front of the safety belt hanger bracket. Page 44 Driver controls Storage After thoroughly
cleaning and completely drying the weather enclosures, you may store them in the storage bag
as follows: 1. Lay the weather enclosure panels flat on top of each other on a clean, smooth
surface. Fold the bottom fabric onto the clear plastic. Always make sure that both front seat
bottoms are latched down into place before operating the vehicle. To reduce the risk of injury,
make sure children sit where they can be properly restrained. Page 47 Seating and safety
restraints Each seating position in your vehicle has a specific safety belt assembly which is
made up of one buckle and one tongue that are designed to be used as a pair. Page 48 Seating
and safety restraints Vehicle sensitive mode The vehicle sensitive mode is the normal retractor
mode, allowing free shoulder belt length adjustment to your movements, and locking in

response to vehicle movement. Page 49 Seating and safety restraints 1. To lengthen the lap belt,
pull some webbing out of the shoulder belt retractor. While holding the webbing below the
tongue, grasp the tip metal portion of the tongue so that it is parallel to the webbing and slide
the tongue upward. Page 50 Seating and safety restraints Each seating position in your vehicle
has a specific safety belt assembly which is made up of one buckle and one tongue that are
designed to be used as a pair. Page 51 Seating and safety restraints also be inspected and
replaced if either damage or improper operation is noted. Failure to inspect and if necessary
replace the safety belt assembly following a collision or in the event of a damaged or worn belt,
could result in severe personal injuries in the event of a collision. Page 52 Seating and safety
restraints To improve the fit of lap and shoulder belts on children who have outgrown child
safety seats, TH! NK Mobility recommends use of a belt-positioning booster seat that is labeled
as conforming to all applicable federal motor vehicle safety standards. Page 53 Seating and
safety restraints safety seat properly, the child may be injured in a sudden stop or collision.
Page 54 Seating and safety restraints 2. Hold the belt out. Page 55 Seating and safety restraints
5. While pushing down with your knee on the child seat, pull up on the shoulder belt portion to
tighten the lap belt portion of the combination lap and shoulder belt. Allow the safety belt to
retract and remove any slack in the belt to securely tighten the child safety seat in the vehicle.
Page 56 Seating and safety restraints The optional LATCH equipped passenger seat is equipped
with built-in tether strap anchors located behind the seat as described below. The tether anchor
if equipped in your vehicle is located at the bottom of the front passenger seatback. Page 57
Seating and safety restraints 3. Locate the correct anchor. Clip the tether strap to the anchor as
shown. If the tether strap is clipped incorrectly, the child safety seat may not be retained
properly in the event of a collision. Page 58 Seating and safety restraints If the safety seat is not
anchored properly, the risk of a child being injured in a collision greatly increases. Attaching
safety seats with LATCH Lower Anchors and Tethers for Children attachments for child seat
anchors Some child safety seats have two rigid or webbing mounted attachments that connect
to two anchors at a certain seating position in your vehicle. NK dealer. They snap onto the
LATCH lower anchors in the seat to help attach a child seat with rigid attachments. It powers up
the electric motor by activating the battery pack to connect the power to the drivetrain system.
Page 61 Driving OFF OFF position for the drive mode selector switch key will power down the
drivetrain system as well as the other vehicle systems. The parking brake should always be
engaged when the key is in this position. T Turf mode The T Turf mode is used when you are
driving on grass, sand, dirt, gravel, or pathways with loose surfaces to provide safe handling
characteristics of Page 62 Driving Important safety precautions Before operating the vehicle: 1.
Make sure all vehicle occupants have buckled their safety belt. For more information on safety
belts and their proper usage, refer to Seating and safety restraints. Do not drive the vehicle with
the weather enclosure side panels fully unzipped. Page 63 Driving 4. Make sure the parking
brake is set. Do not press the accelerator while turning the drive mode selector key. Always
firmly apply the brake pedal until you are ready to drive the vehicle in the selected mode. To
operate the vehicle: 1. Page 64 Driving 5. Gradually depress the accelerator pedal. When
parking the vehicle and turning it off: 1. Turn the drive mode selector switch OFF and remove
the key from the mode select switch to prevent unauthorized use. Page 65 Driving 3. Store any
items in the locking glove box and locking rear storage compartment. Whenever possible,
recharge your vehicle batteries to maximize your range and battery life. To set the parking
brake, pull up on the lever between the front seats as far as it will go. The brake status indicator
will be illuminated whenever the parking brake is engaged and the drive mode selector switch is
turned to one of the run modes. Page 67 Driving Park brake reminder The park brake reminder
is a tone that sounds for ten seconds when the drive mode selector switch is turned to the OFF
position with the parking brake not set. It will cease to sound after ten seconds or when the
parking brake is engaged. Page 68 Driving engine braking is typically used. When the battery is
fully charged, regenerative braking is eliminated to prevent overcharging of the batteries.
Regenerative braking does not take the place of the standard friction brakes; it only assists
them. Caution: If the battery pack is fully charged, RBS will not be enabled because the battery
pack cannot accept the additional current. The GFCI ground fault circuit interrupt charge cord
supplied with your vehicle plugs directly into the charge inlet located below and to the left of the
steering wheel. Page 70 Charging Caution: Do not allow the vehicle to remain in a discharged
state, as batteries may be permanently damaged and vehicle range will be decreased. If the
GFCI cord does not fit the receptacle, have a qualified electrician install the proper outlet. Page
71 Charging 5. Align the GFCI charger cord with the charge inlet and fully insert the plug into
the outlet. Verify that the battery charge indicator on the instrument cluster is illuminated during
the charging process. Note: The humming noise you will hear is the transformer on the charger,
which will operate regardless of whether the vehicle is accepting the charge. Page 72 Charging

After properly connecting the vehicle to the receptacle, the charger will initiate a four stage
charging process. In the first stage, the battery is tested. Further charging is prohibited if the
charger discovers a fault. If the battery passes, the charger determines the appropriate charging
rate, depending upon the voltage of the battery pack, and charges the battery pack. Page 73
Charging will automatically reinitiate a new charge cycle every 28 days. To stop charging of
your vehicle batteries: 1. Disconnect the GFCI charger cord from the wall outlet. Page 74
Charging The vehicle can be stored for 14 days with the service disconnect switch on. This
assumes a full charge when stored. If this time is exceeded or the batteries were not fully
charged prior to storing the vehicle, the batteries may be severely discharged resulting in
permanent damage. The hazard flashers can be operated with the drive mode selector switch in
all positions. The hazard flasher switch is located on top of the steering column, right behind
the steering wheel. Page 76 Roadside emergencies Central fuses To access the fuses: 1.
Inspect the fuse for the circuit with a malfunction and replace the fuse if necessary. Always use
the same amperage rated fuse as a replacement. See the chart for the fuse amperage ratings
and circuit descriptions. Page 77 Roadside emergencies Power point fuse if equipped The
power point if equipped requires a 20A fuse. Should your tires require service take you vehicle
to an authorized Dealer. Jacking Lifting instructions Damage to the suspension or steering
linkage Page 80 Roadside emergencies If your vehicle must be towed using another low speed
vehicle, for example in the event the batteries are discharged, the service disconnect switch
should be switched to the OFF position. The seat stanchion front cover should be removed to
access the service disconnect switch. Wash your vehicle regularly with cold or lukewarm water.
Never use strong detergents or soaps. To avoid scratching the lamps, do not use a dry paper
towel, chemical solvents or abrasive cleaners. Remove fresh spots immediately. Do not use
household or glass cleaners. These agents can stain and discolor the fabric. Use a mild soap
and water solution, if necessary. For longer, trouble-free operation, keep the top of the batteries
clean and dry. Also, make certain the battery cables are always tightly fastened to the battery
terminals. Lift the battery with a battery carrier or with your hands on opposite corners. The
batteries in your vehicle are located under the front seats. They are 12 volt, 6 cell batteries. The
battery water reminder indicator in the instrument cluster will illuminate to remind you to check
the water level in the batteries. Page 87 Maintenance and specifications 3. From both sides of
the vehicle, remove the two push pins. Driver side shown; passenger side similar 4. From both
sides of the vehicle, remove four bolts from beside the seat frame. Driver side shown;
passenger side is similar. Do not touch the battery terminals with your hands or a metal object.
Page 88 Maintenance and specifications 5. Inside each cell opening is a slotted cup protruding
down into the battery cell. If battery fluid is visible in the slotted cup, reinstall the cap. If no fluid
is visible in the slotted cup in the battery cell, carefully add demineralized If brake fluid is spilled
on any surface, wash it immediately with soap and water to prevent cracking, discoloration, or
other damage. Page 91 Maintenance and specifications Replacing the tires Replace the tires
when the wear band is visible through the tire treads. Your TH! NK neighbor is equipped with
either standard street or turf tires. The load rating for these tires is kg lbs. Monthly service
Batteries Check electrolyte by owner or level. Add distilled qualified water or technician
demineralized water as necessary per maintenance and service manual. Page Vehicle
Dimensions Maintenance and specifications Regular Item Service Interval Annual service
Batteries Perform battery tests by qualified per maintenance and technician service manual.
Check for proper battery terminal tightness. Inspect the brake pushrod locknut for tightness.
Page 95 Maintenance and specifications The Certification label is located on roof panel towards
the rear of the vehicle. What kinds of cases does the Board review? Unresolved warranty repair
concerns or vehicle performance concerns as on TH! NK dealership representative Consumer
candidates for Board membership are recruited and trained by an independent consulting firm.
The dealership Board member is chosen from TH! NK dealership management, recognized for
their business leadership qualities. NK Mobility. Page P. If NHTSA receives similar complaints, it
may open an investigation, and if it finds that a safety defect exists in a group of vehicles, it may
order a recall Our commitment to you and your TH! NK vehicle begins with quality protection
and service. When you need warranty repairs, your selling dealer Page If you bought a
previously owned â€”model TH! NK vehicle, you are eligible for any remaining warranty
coverages. NK Vehicle Limited Warranty. Page Warranty information Check your TH! NK vehicle
We try to check TH! NK vehicles carefully at the assembly plant and the dealership, and we
usually correct any damage to paint, body panels, upholstery, or other appearance items. But
occasionally something may slip past us, and a customer may find that a vehicle was damaged
before he or she took delivery. Page Warranty information Who pays for warranty repairs? You
will not be charged for covered warranty repairs made during the warranty periods for Bumper
to Bumper, Safety Restraint, or Corrosion. You will not be charged for repairs to defective

batteries during the first 12 months after the warranty start date. Page Some states do not allow
Ford Motor Company or Ford Motor Vehicle Assurance Company to limit how long an implied
warranty lasts or to exclude or limit incidental or consequential damages, so the limitation and
exclusions described above may not apply to you. Please refer to the description of warranty
coverage for more specific information. Page Safety Restraint Coverage begins at the warranty
start date and lasts for five years regardless of miles driven. NK Vehicle â€” including the body,
chassis, or components â€” after the TH! NK Vehicle leaves TH! NK parts installed after the TH!
NK vehicle leaves TH! Page Roadside Service Assistance Your vehicle is covered by the
complimentary Ford Roadside Assistance Program unless you are driving a daily rental unit. NK
dealership, or towing to your selling dealership if within 60 miles Page The laws vary from state
to state. To the extent your state law allows, Ford Motor Company requires that you first send
us a written notification of any defects or non-conformities that you have experienced with your
TH! NK vehicle. Page Index Engine Jack Page Index Starting your vehicle Page Index Warranty
Windows information.. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Ford motor
company andor thnk mobility llc may change the contents without notice and without incurring
obligation. Ford think battery wiring diagram. Answered by a verified ford mechanic. Load
testing and measuring cold cranking amps cca will however allow an assessment as to whether
a battery has a suspect cell. Need to know where i can get a diagram on the wiring of a ford
think neighbor. Battery charge indicator the icon will illuminate when the vehicle is connected
to an outside power source to charge the. I just purchased a ford think nev put new batteries in
it and only the flashers horn and brake lights work all fuses are good the gauge custer wont
even show that the carger is plugged in and that seems to be working it hums loud what can i
check where should i start. It is as if i blew a fuse or a battery connector cam loose. Cluster
repair ford think cluster. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our
website. My name is scott taylor and eim llcus is my presence on the internet. On this diagram it
shows you where to measure using a voltmeter to get total pack voltage. How to test to see if
your dead think neighbors problem is the batteries or instrument cluster. View and download
ford think owners manual online. Free cars wiring harness. Check voltage at starter big wire
comes from battery small wire from ignition switch with test light check voltage at small wire
while some one turns key to start pos. Diagnosisservice tips 02 13 3 think. If this voltage is
close to 72 volts then you carts main. I am enclosing a battery wiring diagram. Electricalthnk
neighbor battery pack article no. Battery capacity cannot be accurately measured by any
equipment available in the field. Ford think instrument cluster testing juan sorell. Im a self
proclaimed ford think fanatic but remain hopeful that admitting it is the first step in recovery.
Thnk neighbor section 4 electrical 6 battery life is determined by capacity. Wiring diagram for
ignition switch on ford think wiring diagram on dashboard switch that turns it on cars trucks
question. I need a wiring diagram and maintenance manual for a ford think. I specialize in ford
think instrument cluster repairs and modification but also provide repair and upgrade services
for the ford think. I just stopped no power even if i charge it. I have a ford think. Ford Think
Parts Wiring Diagram. Electrons In Motion Llc. Ford F Solenoid Wiring Wiring. Lead Acid Battery
Charger Circuit. Wiring Grounding. Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram. Charging System Tests.
Post a Comment Note: Only a member of this blog may post a comment. Share this post. Post a
Comment. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. I need the wiring
diagrams and maintenance manual for a ford think neighbor nev. Ford think wiring diagram.
Ford think service manual section 4 electrical free ebook download as pdf file pdf text file txt or
read book online for free. Good luck and i hope this will awnser your question. Odyssey touring
together with honda accord jdm besides ford. I need a wiring diagram and maintenance manual
for a ford think. Can anyone tell me how to get answered by a verified ford mechanic. We use
cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website. Thnk neighbor section 4
electrical 5 description nm lb ft lb in steering column shroud screws 27 37 washer bottle bolts 7
10 62 88 wiper motor upper bracket bolts 24 28 18 Need to know where i can get a diagram on
the wiring of a ford think neighbor. Answered by a verified ford mechanic. Electrons In Motion
Llc. Ford Think Parts Wiring Diagram. Ford Tps Wiring Wiring. Trailer Wiring Diagrams Etrailer
Com. Roger Vivi Ersaks Februari Firstgen Wiring Diagrams Diesel Bombers. Post a Comment
Note: Only a member of this blog may post a comment. Temperature sensors location ford
ranger xlt furthermore ford. Share this post. Post a Comment. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About
Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. I decided to save it.. The car is pretty much done, and a great
deal was learned.. Progress stopped on this project.. If you consider the cost to own a vehicle
like the Ford Thinkâ€¦. I can only imagine what is going through the Bloomberg mind, and other

minds like him.. At some point, maybe my State will look at other states and note how nuts it is
to allow motorcycles on the streets, and not allow properly equipped ATVs and UTVs. And to
think.. With that said.. I need to finish the Think, and save it from the junk heap. You find these
vehicles at State Auctions, and it appears they were safe enough for the State Employees to
drive on State roads, but no good for youâ€¦. Yesterday I pondered how to put a clutch in this
car without making it look like a hatchet job? Maybe thinking about it a while would prevent me
from chopping up the floor boards? Could I bring both pedals through that stock opening in the
floor boards? I just copied the brake pedal arm, and the pedal itself. If it ever gets sticky, it will
be easy to pull and grease. The story all starts with the fact that I have a Ford Think Neighbor I
had hoped to repower with better batteries. He explains that China is experimenting with EVs, in
the hopes it will provide mobility while not increasing the serious pollution in cities where the
air can be near too thick to breathe well at times. A small water cooled ATV engine might fit
back here with little problem. If I take the back seat out, no doubt I could do most anything,
maybe a V8? Set the engine forward of that shaft, drive aft, and then drive from the aft shaft
forward to the chain differential. This old marathon is so easy to get in and out of! Yes, you
know I will change my mind before I make the part. Not shown is the hole that the splined shafts
plug into.. Of course Dan was methodical about changing oil, and he took great care in selecting
oil with higher anti wear agents, ones that are likely illegal now or soon will be. What I learned
from Dan is even the higher performance bikes can go the distance with proper care. True
Motorheads, no matter how hard they try can not ignore Motorcycle advancements and design. I
have taken the Marathon places where some people get nervous on a Quad. I like to visit this
place. A worst case situation will be the need to change counter sprockets, but a stump pulling
first gear might eliminate that need. I wanted diesel, but my first effort is about KISS and
low-cost conversion. My hobby lathe mill takes more skill and patience that I prove to have at
the moment. As I sit here reflecting, I think about the Sow running the EPA, and my fellow
voters who are cocksure that central planning is best. The pigs have tinkered with the word! Our
Children easy prey. Need help or advice? No wonder people want the FEDS controlling it all. No
doubt all those video games serve a purpose. As I listened to the debate tonight, I finished up
the new bearing housings for the open chain drive Diff. Will it be KISS, or will it be making the
best use of passenger space in the vehicle? Just how many people will convert the Ford Think
to gas or diesel? Did I say I did settle on a cc engine with 4 speeds forward and reverse? The
side cover has a casted in piece that can be milled or drilled out where the added shaft will
cleanly exit and a carrier bearing will be fitted just inboard of the mounted sprocket that aligns
with the larger sprocket on the differential. Before I show the picture, you may recall, I was
interested in the conversion noting it was an extremely light weight car, with plenty of alloy and
composites used. With this in mind, I chose a power plant that weighs in at 67 pounds minus
the carb and a few electrical parts! Oh, and that on board battery charger.. In the above picture,
you might see that the chain drive will be just out board of the left engine case. I need inventory
the weight of parts removed and added, one of the things that we know from Dr. In the Ford
think, I see serious efforts to reduce weight and some curious. The power plant really needs a
skid plate under it considering the places I might attempt to go, and the chores I might attempt. I
have faith the skid plate motor mount idea will work. My confidence grows, the motor mounts
look good enough for prototypes, and my attention turns to other things that need be fitted, will
this run on Christmas day? But as we learn with other things, you can NOT force a mind to look
deep into the guts of something, especially if he knows he might find a reason to change his
belief in the cause. Identifying the pressures on Ford Motor Company might be a place to start.
Maybe it was the CARB that doomed this car? They demanded it by a certain date, and Ford
Delivered it. If you want to read about how the rich and ugly people like Huffington doomed the
car, read at the Huffington post. Propane, Natural Gas? Diesel, gasoline, you have plenty of
options. The Chain Goes about here, lots of re-enforcement to add. There were reasons for a
DIYer to rehab this Ford Think, and I say it would be you move forward fully understanding that
you could buy another Think that had a LOT of money put into it and fully upgraded for a LOT
less money than you will rehab one like this for. Held up by a nasty head cold, but that muffler
will find a home! This engine is designed after very old designs with a very long history of good
service. These parts will be along at some time, and so much is slowly showing up.. And then
Lee writes.. Hey George.. One turns on the fan, the other is an over temp alarm, or dies it
depend on the installation? George You are going to give some of the greenies a vapor lock by
converting an electric to gas. I am most interested in the CVT belt drive. Where can you find
them at a reasonable price? Yours Pat Sweeney. Patâ€¦ your questionâ€¦. This converted EV
Gem gives you an idea as to how these are rigids are mounted likely came from a golf cart a sub
frame carries all, and is mounted to the main frame like a swing arm. The Cushman Truckster
uses a similiar approach. One source of differentials with reserve is the Tuff Torq differentials

used in skid steers, John Deere Gators, and a few other off road vehicles. One of these units
has a built in diff lock, brakes, and a reverse! This would make a simple conversion, but one
needs to know that the CVT system can be expensive, and the input shaft of the unit used in the
Gator and Cub Cadet is splined and forces you to consider the CVT system they used. Thanks
to very poor powder coating prep, and salt, there are a number of rotted out Gators sold each
year at State auctions. State auctions are a great place to find EVs too, imagine coming home
with a Gator, and a Gem for a low price! In a week, you could have a Frankenstein GemGator
and then sell the left overs. It's really funny how they push the EVs, but so few ever buy one to
help support the industry. This makes it a snap to machine a new end bell, or? Off topic but an
EV idea I likeâ€¦ I keep looking at some of these more modern bicycles, the active suspensions,
and other nice features. I visualize a matching side car, a Hub Motor at front, and on the side
car. Lith batteries in the side car, a lith batteries light weight tube frame with nylon fabric
covering. A place for a passenger, or all your stuff you take to work or the ball field. An
excercise in light weight, lower speed transportation. If I thought of it.. George, neat concept.
Wish I could find the sourceâ€¦more later. Thanks for all the above, I am nearing 70 and still
enjoy learning new things. Bob G thanks for including the site for your artical. George, what
happen to the diesel cushman. Fact is, few DIYers are set up to make a bell housing adapter,
and machined parts to adapt Cushman parts to the new engine shaft. I did ask about interest in
my article and there were maybe three people interested in a conversion kit for the Cushman
Truckster to Diesel. You might remember Chuck McGhee took on the task and machined a one
off bell housing adapter from a sold piece of steel with a CNC hobby mill no less! Of course he
was the SME on getting the most out of that equipment. There was a weakness in the design of
another part as per how we attached a clutch part to the new engine shaft. It should have been a
taper lock design! I will redo it in time, but for now, I have an engine with a screwed up shaft,
and a part to redesign. After years of looking at screwed up shafts I know better, but this was a
prototype. The sad part is, the use of a taper lock bushing may have resulted in an easier to
make part! They will replace many of the two wheeled trucks in China, and there are already
Mini Trucks being offered, even for export that are powered by water cooled ATV engines. I have
an Artic Cat cc Quad. It is built like a tractor, nothing sporty about it! All over China, there are
two wheeled trucks, and the home market is hopper cooled, so every operator carries a bucket
to add water when needed. The new water cooled ATV engines will be godsent, and no more
waking in the middle of the nigh wondering if you let the water out of the hopper to prevent
breakage of the engine block! China and India will now make the vehicles many of us would like
for in town short haul trips on back roads and around town. Well certainly more safe than a
bicycle, scooter, or motorcycle, so if we were to ever consider one of them, we need set aside
the argument that big is better, or at least admit our ultra light weight vehicle is safer than being
on the two wheeler! China spends a fortune in fuel to lug cast iron engines and power trains up
hills. The ATV engine with reverse will find its way into truck and commuter vehicles, and little
doubt in my mind that we will see a two cylinder diesel power plant with integrated transmission
with reverse. The reason? The home market needs it, the two wheeled trucks are long in the
tooth, and shipping cast iron all over china is expensive too. Some remember the little Subaru
cc car sold here in the 70s, others will remember the Honda two cylinder cars, where did they
go? Fuel got cheaper, demand dropped, and no manufacturer could afford to stock them. When
the Cushman was in front of the shop, it was the vehicle I used to haul off yard waste, visit
neighborhood friends, and more. But there are economic realities that work against us in our
efforts to conserve fuel. If you wish to be legal, you would have a license plate, insurance, and
more expense for this vehicle. For many, the added expense is more than the savings. If I were
an insurance company, I might study the risk reduction aspect , and offer liability insurance for
a neighborhood vehicle for a very low cost WHEN I have the other vehicle s and home owners
coverage. Some might remember my rant on the so called smart car, and think me a hypocrite.
Do rememberâ€¦ my argument was the company was focused on producing a car short as
possible. This means that no matter what kind of wonder materials you use between the front
bumper and human body parts, you can equal or better the survival statistics by adding a few
inches onto the front. Fact is, you can also use less exotic materials reduce the cost and equal
the performance. Who says? Basic Physics says. The Smart car is a vehicle no ones asked for..
When did you ever hear a guy say.. Think of the fuel savings. Anyone out there have an idea of
cost? Part of what inspires me to do this is the old EZGO cc golf cart I have, very mild tune, and
I never can remember when I added fuel to it last.. It seems to run forever on a gallon of fuelâ€¦
and it works very hard.. Wanted to work on my Shineray but then the Yanmar NT refuses to start
the night before. Turn out the decompression lever had acted strangely. The NT uses a
adjustable collar crimp to the pushrod with nut. Like a drill chuck holding the drill. The
decompression lever then act against this collar. The position ran out and causes the engine to

loose small amount of compression and thus refuse to start. It was an easy fixed and since I
was in the engine room, I decided to give it a full service. Originally wanted to do a decoke but
then I realised the 6 x 34mm size nuts holding cylinder head is no easy meat to loosen in the
cramp engine room! Lee, Merry Christmas! I hope you are enjoying your family, and I hope your
children were able to be home with you. We together will have good stories to tell! Thanks for all
you do Leeâ€¦. Good info! I had a cold for a bitâ€¦ feeling better now, so I expect to make more
progress. Just wanted to say good luck with your project, I hope you can help others with the
wiring diagram I gave you. You might want to post it on your website here so that others can
download it for reference. I look forward to seeing your progress in the future. I had some time
this evening, so I browsed your website some more and it seems the main issue you have with
this project is sorting out most of the wiring. This engine includes the complete wiring harness
for a cc motorcycle and makes the installation of this engine basically plug and play in any
chassis. If I was you I would contact XXXXXX and see if you could order just the wiring harness
for this engine, it would save you a lot of time and headache trying to sort out all the
connections. It matches the wiring diagram I gave you exactly. Thermostat and CDI were
missing too The seller also refused to send me the missing parts until I contacted customer
support, so do be careful if you do decide to go that route. As for the Th! I need a smaller
counter sprocket as you suggested elsewhere, and maybe better motor mounts.. Just
wondering what the sleeve looks like that covers the spider gears or did you go a different way
with it? I have a 4 seat ford think that I have been playing with. I put a 5 speed Polaris expedition
motor on it. I pulled all the guts out of the electric motor and put a chain sprocket on the electric
motor shaft from the output shaft of the quad motor. It works well enough and prob hits 30mph.
Problem is I have to spin that electric motor shaft so fast because of the reduction in the
differential. The chain makes lots of noise which is transmitted throughout the entire frame of
the think. I was thinking to redo the drive system at some point the same way you did yours as
would reduce chain speed by an enormous amount. Hope this all makes sense and explains
why I am wondering how you sealed up the spider gearsâ€¦ Thanks, Dave. I totally understand
your reason for modifying the end of the electric motor and using it for your input. It took me a
while to study the differential, and convert it to chain drive, and of course the key is to make the
time to convert it as simply as possible. The key is to find a sprocket that will allow you to
modify the ID to just fit over the OD where the crown gear mounted, retain the original bolts, and
match the holes found in the crown gear make same on sprocket. This need be a nice fit, no
slop. The sprocket takes up half the room as the crown gear, use the other half to seat your
custom cover for the spider gears. The easy way is to turn a flat on the other side of the diff
housing, and build a ring with ID that seats tightly on that flat. I did add a set screw to assure
the cover does not come loose. You should be very happy with a sprocket driven open diff.
Seem we are both after the same thing, a way to repower them getting some decent efficiency
and maybe speeds approaching 40MPH. I have been sitting on a ford think for a bunch of years.
Mine was running OK but I kept burning out the clusters and got fed up. My first plan was to
make a hybrid ,but lately I switched gears and decided to go all gas. I started with a 50 cc
scooter motor and came to my senses and dropped that. A friend of mine gave me a cc scooter
motor but I could not get the wiring right. So I sold it. Lately I acquired a cc atv with reverse ,and
it runs like a champ. After pocking around on you tube and finding your video and the burn out
video ,it all clicked. I quickly pulled my gear box apart and started making my bearing carriers. I
made mine in two parts. It is split in the middle of the diff bearing and has a backing part that
acts like a dust cover and should keep the grease in for a while. They are different on each side
to clearance the diff. I finished them today by adding grease fittings. I hope by the end of the
week I will have the diff dust cover and sprocket finished. I would be happy to post my progress
if you email me back , and I thank you for giving me the ideas to go forward with my project.
Good to hear from you! It has taken me a long time to engineer what I have, and I have many
pictures yet to post.. We have a contest going.. The name for an ice power think? Any ideas
about drum to disc conversion on the think. I heard a 95 vw Jetta disc brake set up will work?
Any suggestions appreciated to get me started. I got motorcycle engine with transmission. I
want to use the original differential. Anybody has junked motor that i can use. Thanks MikeT.
Mike, between the input spline in the differential case, there is a reduction gear set. It is a good
idea to study your drive train ratios before you commit. As mentioned in one of my posts, I think
my UK Cousins are leaders in powering small cars with bike engines. Therefore I studied their
examples of converting differentials like the Thinks to open diffs, with chain drive. This makes it
easy to pick counter and drive sprockets to get the ratio that will best work for you. Anyone who
has ever driven a Legend Race Car, will know the feeling of letting out the clutch with a low
mass flywheel, you need spike the RPM a bumch, and master taking off from a dead stop. If you
are re-designing the Think for others to use, it is worth considering a Quad Engine with an
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